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Unit 9: Where does she work?
words:
station
bank
garage
lake
gate
face
plane

meanings:
محطة
بنك
كراج
بحيرة
بوابة
وجــه
طائرة

1) Read the text then answer the questions.
I’m at the zoo with Molly. Molly works at the zoo. She looks after
the big animals: elephants, giraffes, lions and tigers.
“My favourite animals are the elephants. At the moment we’ve got
six elephants at the zoo. Two of the elephants are babies.
They’re very cute.

1) Where does Molly work? She works at the zoo.
2) Mention three animals that are in the zoo:
1. elephants
2. giraffes
3. lions
3) What does the underlined pronoun (she) refer to? Molly
4) Find out from the text:
A verb: works …
An adjective: big / favourite / cute
5) Circle the false word and write the correct one:
hospital
a. Molly works in a
hospit. zoo
b. There are three
e three babies of elephants at the zoo. two
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2) Match:
police station
shop
hospital
airport

3) Complete the sentences:
a. I opened the gate of the palace.

supermarket / lake / gate

b. Omar worked with Ali at a supermarket.
c. We sometimes swim in the lake.

4) Order the letters:
ecfa

face

leanp

plane

5) Circle the correct answer:
1. Ali ______ in a police station.

a. work

works
b. works

2. _____ she visit her grandma?

a. Do

Does
b. Does

3. ____ does he work? He works in a shop. a. Where
Where

b. When

6) Circle the commas , underline and:
1. I eat an apple

,

, a banana and an orange.

2. She looks after big animals: lions , , tigers and giraffes.

7) Where does your father work?
______________________________
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own
answer

